
 

27 We started off the week in Social Studies by going over the notes from last week.  
We are continuing to work on our Notice and Note Strategies.  Today we focused 
on “Tough Questions” and “Words of the Wiser”.  We started to review for our 
math test on Wednesday.  We got to have a field trip to Mrs. McGowan’s room to 
watch a science video today. 

28 We completed our comprehension check for Lesson 3 and an EdPuzzle video about 
the Plains Native Americans.  Today’s strategy was called “Again and Again”.  We 
also had time to read Edward Tulane.  During math we played a Kahoot game to 
help us review and get ready for the test.  Today was our first experience with 
chorus!   

29 We continued the chapter in Social Studies and did the notes for Lesson 4.  It was 
our last Notice and Note Strategy today- “Memory Moment”.  We now have to 
start using these strategies in our reading.  We took our first math test today.  
Whew, was it a long one.  We got to look at ice cubes to experience the three 
states of matter. 

30 We went over our notes from yesterday.  During Language Arts we created heart 
maps to help us with our writing.  Then we read the book Chrysanthemum to help 
us think about “Focus” when we are writing.  We did our Unit 2 screener during 
math and then had a lot of different options to do some fun math.  We were a 
flurry of activity in science: learning vocab, doing word sorts, finishing up a science 
activity. 

1 During Social Studies we did our comprehension check for Lesson 4.  We read a 
book called Fortunately to help us think about our organization when it comes to 
writing.  Some of us were happy and some of us were sad that we changed seats 
today.  During math we did pumpkin math and looked at word form and expanded 
form.  We changed up our bulletin board and created persuasive pumpkins.   

?s to ask 
your child 

What is one fact you learned about the Pueblo people?  How did the book 
Chrysanthemum help your writing?  How do you feel you did on the math test? What is 
mass, volume, and weight? 

Upcoming: Social Studies: finish chapter 2, start study guide, Chapter 2 test on Tuesday, 
October 12th  
Language Arts:  Journeys Lesson 2, Spelling/Grammar test on Friday 
Science:  physical and chemical changes; Science Vocab quiz on Thursday 
Math: start Unit 2 
 


